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Robert Webeck1706475932

Alway on time and quick in reponse
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Damian Alway1705636438

Very responsive and proactive.
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Craig and the team at MSP Blueshift consistently provide us with quality advice and support that is delivered rapidly to resolve our IT issues quickly. Their account management is also excellent, with key, senior personnel available to assist with strategic advice or planning.
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A Great company always quick to respond and resolve issues as they arise. Friendly and professional. I would Highly recommend them to anyone.
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MSP Blueshift are reliable and prompt with their responses. It's a relief that I can rely on their support and knowledge for IT issues, rather than Googling for hours to figure things out. I highly recommend MSP Blueshift's services for small businesses.
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Highly recommended, I've been using MSP for about 6 or 7 years now, and they're always available to help with anything. They provide a great service.
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I've been with MSP Blueshift for many years now and they are always responsive and get the job done! I can highly recommend their services.
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Macedon Ranges Reception1683761012

Great service, always very helpful with even the smallest issue
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Tim Chilvers1683712106

Very helpful onsite service combined with tech support.
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Outstanding service standards and very helpful, knowledgeable staff that don't use tech speak, and explain things in an easy, understandable way. Great at fixing problems asap so minimal disruption to operations if something 'goes wrong' . Highly recommended.
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The support from the guys as MSP Blueshift is excellent. They always treat my problems with urgency and are always able to rectify the issue with a professional and friendly manner. I love them all 🙂
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Been dealing with MSP now for over 2 years. Nothing is ever a problem and their attention to detail and prompt responses are the least they do. Highly recommended and such a professional and knowledgeable company.
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Great service
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The service is always prompt and professional. Love working with them.
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Friendly and knowledgeable support
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Angela Hawdon1629705430

Sorted me out quick smart
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Excellent service provided to our corporation - takes the worry out of managing IT and enables our team to focus on our core business. The Transition from our dated system to a modern cloud based platform has been vey well managed and the knowledge that we can call on support any time is great!
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My experience of MSP Blueshift IT services has always been nothing short of excellent, prompt, courteous, friendly and efficient. All issues are resolved by their consultants who all possess exemplary skills, allowing me and all my colleagues to continue my work with minimal interruption. They feel like our very own internal IT Department. I highly recommend MSP Blueshift and their services to any business needing an external IT Department.
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MSP Blueshift responds to my needs in a very timely fashion.They know what they are doing, and investigate well before taking action
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Our business engaged MSP Blueshift as our IT Services provider a couple of years ago. Our experience has been positive. They are knowledgeable, support and respond promptly to our needs. I would recommend them to other businesses considering at outsourced IT Services provider.
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Nothing has been to difficult for MPS Blueshift in sorting out my issues. I'm a bit of a dinosaur when it comes to technology and MPS Blueshift have been very patient with me. They are very knowlegable. Thanks MPS Blueshift
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11/10!! Very professional and respond very quickly
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Every time I require MSP Blueshift support I speak with a professional in a friendly manner & every time my issue is resolved.
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Fast and Professional service.
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I have used MSP for my business for a number of years and since joining them, have not lost a file or a days business due to computer problems. Any IT issues are fixed promptly and professionally, I highly recommend you give them a try, you won't be disappointed.
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Have been using MSP for many years now. Their staff are not only helpful, but extremely knowledgeable.
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Fast and accurate response always received.
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Great responses times and thorough service.
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We recently engaged MSP Blueshift to be our IT provider and are very impressed with the quality of the service. They are very easy to deal with and knowing exactly what you are going to spend every month gives you certainty. We are very happy with the service and highly recommend them to any businesses looking for IT solutions.
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Whenever I've needed IT assistance for our workplace, have always found Blueshift personnel prompt and courteous. Have always had my issue resolved in a timely manner. They offer GREAT support.
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Always there to help out in a prompt and efficient manner even on weekends.
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I deal with MSP Blueshift on a regular basis through our work. They are extremely responsive to help me in any situation. Highly recommend.
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MSP Blueshift have a coveted combination of strengths in the IT industry: the technical expertise to get the job done, combined with the people skills to support real humans the right way. When you also factor in their strategic planning expertise, MSP Blueshift are the perfect technology partner to take your business forward
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MSP Blueshift have been our IT support for quite a few years now, and we could not be happier. They have saved us from multiple disasters, even coming out to the dealership when over the phone support was just not enough. They're always quick to respond to queries, and have been our support through just about every scenario you can think of. Couldn't recommend them enough!! Thanks MSP for your professional and personable ongoing support to our business.
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Craig is responsive, highly professional and a great person to deal with.
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We are always happy with MSP Blueshift's work- they are responsive, reliable and really personable. We would be lost without their assistance!
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AAA+++ Exceptional team over at MSP Blueshift! They deliver excellent service overall, and demonstrate not only the expertise, but also the capacity to handle matters in the most responsible manner. Craig and the team have shown nothing but utmost professionalism and we at IBEX cannot wait to see what the future brings. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! 5 STARS * * * * *
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As an external support provider MSP Blushift has a professional approach towards the solution in a timely manner.
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We switched from in-house IT support to MSP Blueshift a couple of years ago. I was a bit skeptical at first, but there have been no problems with the transition at all. They're very responsive and capable. Our IT support is a seamless experience. And now in the time of COVID, remote IT support is a godsend. I'm using my own Macbook at home while the majority of the rest of the organisation is using PCs with Microsoft OS. But it's not a problem for them at all.
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Have been dealing with MSP Blueshift to help with our IT needs and we find them really helpful and knowledgable. Would highly recommend.
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I'm a competitor not a customer, but I can tell you one thing for certain. Jan Chapman and his team know how to effectively and affordably secure the SMB space.
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A proffessional IT Support service round the clock. A friendly team who is always able to sort out any issues and make sure our systems are running smoothly with no interruption in service.
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MSP Blueshift have been great, always providing quick and helpful support for even our most difficult and pressing problems.
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Very prompt and reliable service, all done with patience and expert assistance.
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Always very helpful and provide timely responses.
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The MSP Blueshift Team provide a great a service, they are helpful and efficient, the IT jargon is simplified so you can understand the issue and the resolution. Highly recommended.
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Contact
 Address Level 1, 262 – 270 Racecourse Rd, Flemington, Victoria, 3031

P: 1300 501 677

E: [email protected]

F: 03 8678 0643
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MSP Blueshift acknowledges the traditional owners and custodians of country throughout Australia and acknowledges their continuing connection to land, waters and community. We pay our respects to the people, the cultures, and the elders past, present and emerging.



2023 © MSP Blueshift Pty Ltd | All Rights Reserved. 
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